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Abstract—For error-resilient applications, such as machine
learning and signal processing, a significant improvement in
energy efficiency can be achieved by relaxing exactness constraint
on output quality. This paper presents a taxonomy of hardware
techniques to exploit the trade-off between energy efficiency and
quality in various computer subsystems. We classify approximate
hardware techniques according to target subsystem and support
for dynamic energy-quality scaling.
Index Terms—energy-quality scaling, approximate computing,
survey

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency is a major concern in computer system
design, which dictates the performance, operating cost, lifetime, and physical dimensions. A common approach to save
energy is to exploit timing slack, such as in dynamic power
management (DPM) and dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) that scale down computing performance by
lowering supply voltage and operating frequency as long as
the correctness of results is not compromised. Approximate
computing is a new computing paradigm to exploit quality
slack between the minimum quality required by the application
and the maximum quality producible by the system [1]–[3].
By relaxing correctness constraint, more aggressive powersaving techniques can be applied to certain error-resilient
applications, such as machine learning, signal processing, and
multimedia applications, to explore energy-quality trade-offs
without resulting in significant quality degradation.
While compute subsystems for data processing is a key
element in computer systems, they are not the only subsystems that account for a major share of energy consumption,
particularly in low-power systems. Non-compute subsystems
for data acquisition, transfer, and storage as well as for
user interaction, such as sensors, actuators, user interfaces,
and network interfaces, also consume a significant portion of
energy. Therefore, it is important to identify energy-quality
trade-offs in these subsystems and exploit them to enable fullsystem energy-quality scaling to achieve high energy efficiency
that approximate computing alone cannot deliver.
In this paper, we present a taxonomy of approximate
hardware techniques encompassing both compute and nonThis work was supported in part by the Wisconsin Alumni Research
Foundation and NSF under award CNS-1845469.

compute subsystems. We classify techniques according to
their target subsystem and dynamic scalability, as shown in
Table I. We categorize target subsystems into i) processors and
logic, ii) memory and storage, iii) input and output, and iv)
interconnects and communication. An approximate technique
is deemed dynamically scalable if its energy-quality trade-off
can be adjusted at runtime within a certain range. Otherwise,
i.e., if the energy-quality trade-off is set at design time, it is
categorized as a static technique. Software-level approximate
computing techniques, such as loop perforation [4] and lossy
compression [5], as well as application-specific techniques,
such as those for neural networks [6], [7], are not in the scope
of this paper.
II. TAXONOMY
We categorize approximate hardware techniques into four
based on their target subsystem. Note that some techniques
appear multiple times if they are applicable to different subsystems.
A. Processors and Logic
Processors and logic circuits are the main target subsystems
of various approximate computing techniques, which include
both general-purpose processors and special-purpose custom
logic circuits. Various approximate computing techniques have
been proposed at different levels of computing abstraction—at
the device level, logic level, and architecture level.
Approximate arithmetic units perform near-accurate arithmetic calculations at a much lower energy cost using smaller
core arithmetic units, with a superior energy-quality trade-off
than that of simple truncation. The energy-accuracy trade-offs
of static approximate arithmetic units are mainly determined
by the design parameters of the core arithmetic units, such
as bit width (BW) [8]–[10], [13]–[21], [24], [26], [27]. On
the other hand, some approximate arithmetic units support
dynamic scaling by selectively applying error correction or
performing progressive Taylor approximation [11], [12], [22],
[23], [25], [28].
Approximate load value prediction is a processor-level
approximation technique to mitigate the memory wall problem. Observing the error resilience of applications, when
program data yields a load miss in the processor cache, its
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TABLE I
TAXONOMY OF APPROXIMATE HARDWARE TECHNIQUES .
Technique

Subsystem

Adder
Multiplier
Approx. arithmetic units

Divider
Exponentiation
Logarithm

Approx. load value prediction
Voltage overscaling (VOS)
Approx. logic synthesis (ALS)
Clock overgating

Approx. memory

Approx. storage

Approx. sensing
Approx. displays

Approx. interconnects

Approx. wireless networks

Microprocessor
Logic circuit

References
Processors and logic
[8]–[10]
[11], [12]
[13]–[17]
[18]–[21]
[22], [23]
[24]
[25]
[26], [27]
[28]
[29]–[33]
[34]–[41]
[42]–[47]
[48]

Memory and storage
[49], [50]
SRAM
[49], [51]–[53]
[54]–[56]
DRAM
[57]
[58]
[59], [60]
Non-volatile memory (NVM)
[61]–[63]
[64]
Off-chip sensors
LCD
OLED

Input and output
[65], [66]
[67], [68]
[69]–[71]

Quality control knobs

Core arithmetic unit BW
Error correction
Core arithmetic unit BW
Core arithmetic unit BW
Taylor approximation order
Taylor approximation order
Taylor approximation order
Core arithmetic unit BW
Taylor approximation order
Cache miss/fetch ratio
Supply voltage
Boolean function exactness
Clock gating schedule

3

Cell structure and size
Supply voltage
Refresh rate
Supply voltage
Restore time
Guard band width
Error correction
Reusing faulty blocks

3

Voltage overscaling (VOS) is a technique that lowers
supply voltage below the minimum level required to meet
the timing constraint of the circuit to reduce dynamic and
static power consumption at the cost of timing errors at critical path [34]–[41]. VOS typically supports dynamic scaling
through runtime supply voltage adaptation. This technique is
widely applicable to a broad range of subsystems, including
logic, memory, and even sensors, if operation reliability is
gracefully degraded when the supply voltage is lowered.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Supply voltage
Backlight brightness
Supply voltage

Interconnects and communication
[72], [73]
Error threshold
On-chip interconnect
[74]
Lossy injection rate
[73], [75]–[77]
Error threshold
Off-chip interconnect
[78]
Error threshold
[79]
Memory access BW
WiFi
[80]
Error correction and retransmission
On-chip wireless interconnect [81]
Latency threshold

value can be predicted approximately with a learning-based
predictor. This approximate prediction is not speculative (thus
no rollback is required) and eliminates some data fetches,
reducing the energy and latency of accessing off-chip memory.
This technology is available for CPUs with minimal hardware
overhead [29], [30], [32], [33] as well as GPUs with no extra
logic [31]. The energy-quality trade-off is indicated by the
approximation degree, i.e., the ratio of actual memory fetches
and cache misses [29].

Trade-off decision
Static Dynamic

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Another technique that is generally applicable to logic
circuits is approximate logic synthesis (ALS) that synthesizes
a given Boolean function into a logic circuit that generates partially correct output. This design-time technique is performed
by identifying and removing highly-correlated signals, leaving
only one of them, or by introducing don’t-care terms in the
logic function to allow aggressive logic simplification [42]–
[47]. Similarly, clock overgating reduces dynamic power
consumption by gating the clock signal to flip-flops more
aggressively, with some loss of exactness in logic output [48].
B. Memory and Storage
A variety of approximate memory and approximate storage
techniques have been proposed at different levels of the
memory hierarchy. A common technique in this approach is
to divide memory space into error-prone regions and errorfree regions for approximable data and non-approximable data,
respectively. Error-prone regions are often further divided into
multiple sub-regions with different error rates.
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Design-time approximate SRAM techniques include using
heterogeneous cell structures (both 6-T and 8-T cells) and
heterogeneous cell sizes [49], [50]. More significant bits are
stored in stronger cells since errors in these locations are
more pronounced than errors in less significant bits. Accessing
DRAM is performed using sequences of commands with strict
timing constraints, and violating the constraints results in
unstable reads and writes. For example, each DRAM cell
must be refreshed every 64 ms to prevent retention errors due
to leakage, and this operation is responsible for 10–50% of
total power consumption and 10–45% of throughput loss in
DRAM [82]. Refresh rate reduction is a runtime technique
that relaxes the minimum refresh interval requirement and uses
much longer intervals of up to tens of seconds for the regions
designated for approximate data [54]–[56]. Similarly, using a
shorter write recovery time than the minimum constraint will
cause bit errors but improve power efficiency and throughput [58]. The above-mentioned VOS technique can also be
applied to both SRAM [49], [51]–[53] and DRAM [57].
Approximate storage techniques on non-volatile memory
(NVM), such as NAND Flash and phase-change memory
(PCM), typically aim at improving throughput and lifetime,
rather than energy efficiency. A common technique for approximate NVM is to reduce the width of guard bands,
which is the gap between the cell threshold voltage or cell
resistance distributions of adjacent symbols. Wide guard bands
prevent confusion between adjacent symbols but require an
iterative, fine-grained program-and-verify write procedure to
precisely set the threshold voltage or resistance. Therefore,
allowing narrow guard bands, either by using coarse-grained
program-and-verify writes [59] or by decreasing the overall
range [60], the number of iterative writes can be reduced.
NVMs typically use error correction codes (ECC) to fix bit
errors, which incur both storage area overhead and latency
overhead. Therefore, selectively applying ECC only to nonapproximable data reduces read and write latencies for performing error correction and free the space reserved for ECC
for other purposes [61]–[63]. Unlike these active approaches
that intentionally incur errors in normal cells, [64] is a passive
approach that tolerates unavoidable errors due to cell wear-out.
This approach aims to prolong the lifetime of NVM by reusing
blocks with too many dead cells as approximate data storage.
C. Input and Output
Computer systems interact with the physical world, including human users and other systems, through input and output
devices. It is common that embedded systems are equipped
with various sensors, such as in wearable devices, which
often consume a significant amount of energy for continuous
sensing [66]. Reducing the sampling rate or precision of
sensing is a widely used technique for saving energy at the
expense of low-resolution measurement. The application of
VOS has been studied for sensors, such as accelerometer,
magnetometer, barometer, thermometer, etc [65], [66].
Display is one of the most power-hungry components in
mobile devices [83]. Blacklight dimming is an effective power-

saving technique in LCDs at the cost of reduced screen brightness and contrast that results in user experience degradation.
To compensate for the loss of brightness, pixel values can
be adjusted to be perceived as the original bright pixel with
brighter backlight [67], [68], but some distortion of bright
images is unavoidable. OLED displays that have no backlight
can also take advantage of a similar energy-quality trade-off
by lowering the supply voltage level of the pixel array to save
power [69]–[71]. They can be considered as an approximate
display technique that trade user-perceived quality for power.
D. Interconnects and communication
On-chip interconnects consume a significant amount of energy in modern system-on-chip (SoC) devices, up to 50% [84].
The energy consumption of off-chip interconnects also is not
negligible when the system requires heavy off-chip memory
access or continuous reading of high-bandwidth sensors [76].
Approximate on-chip and off-chip interconnect techniques
aim to reduce power consumption of the transfer of approximable data within the SoC [72]–[74] or between the SoC
and off-chip components [73], [75]–[79]. These techniques
largely rely on the fact that the data values have a non-uniform
distribution or a high spatiotemporal locality.
Unlike on-chip or off-chip interconnects that are relatively
free from transmission errors, wireless interfaces consume
significant energy for preventing or correcting transmission
errors. Approximate wireless interface techniques reduce the
energy overhead of forward error correction and retransmission by just accepting erroneous packets while minimizing
the impact of errors by assigning similar bits to adjacent
symbols [80]. In [81], approximate wireless communication
is used for on-chip communication, where the energy-quality
trade-off is controlled by dropping packets.
III. C ONCLUSION
We presented a taxonomy that categorizes approximate
hardware techniques for various subsystems across the system,
based on their target components and dynamic scalability.
These techniques offer a great potential of energy savings for
various emerging error-resilient applications, such as machine
learning, yet their adoption is largely limited to isolated
application, rather than the integrated application of multiple
techniques to achieve the system-level optimality. To take full
advantage of energy-quality scalability across the system, a
full-system design framework is required to efficiently handle the increased design complexity due to the new added
dimension—“quality” [85].
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